RELEASE NOTES

May 2015 Release Notes
May updates include:
 Castlight Mobile
 Home page redesign
 Care Team 1.1
 Quality 3.0
 Embedded registration

Castlight Mobile
Castlight shipped its next-generation mobile application this week. Designed to support
Castlight’s suite of products, the app will allow users to enjoy functionality on their phones
similar to that of their computers.
Key enhancements
 Streamlined user interface and improved navigation, giving one touch access to key
features including insurance eCards and Care Team.
 Improved search & browse for care experience with more filters and options to help users
find the care you're looking for.
 Updated Provider detail pages containing even more information to help users understand
pricing, quality.
 If offered by the employer, we have also expanded our support for both Castlight
Pharmacy and Castlight Dental.

Home page redesign
Coming in June deploy, Castlight will unveil its refreshed homepage to all customers and users.
The new homepage will simplify users’ interaction with Castlight and lay the foundation for a
more personalized user experience as we continue to innovate.
Key enhancements
 More personalized content added
 Prominent search improves user experience
 Accumulator data remains in place with a simplified user interface
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Care Team v1.1
Castlight will be rolling out Care Team to each of its customers in the June code release. Care
Team is an innovative new feature we’ve developed, which allows users to see all of their
family’s providers, across specialties, in one location.
Key enhancements
 Improvements to the setup process designed to help more users fill out their Care Team
and reduce attrition
 User’s medical, pharmacy, and dental eCards more visible on the left rail

Quality 3.0
In an effort to empower our users to get the most value out of their healthcare, Castlight will be
improving our clinical quality data in the June deploy. We will also be enhancing the way in
which users see the data through new UI.
Key enhancements to hospital quality ratings:
 Surgical safety quality data switching to Consumer Reports.
 Going from 5 to 27 procedures with facility volume information
 Procedure-specific complications rates for 27 procedures
Key enhancements to physician quality ratings:
 Procedure volume information for 73 procedures

Embedded registration
Arriving in the June deploy, Castlight will offer customers a simple and flexible way in which to
integrate Castlight registration to their annual enrollment workflows. This is an exciting new
enhancement, streamlined to be fast, efficient, and keep employees moving through the flow.
Key Features
 We anticipate this leading to a major uptick in registration
 Will be available to all current eligible users as well as users who become eligible in the
new plan year
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